ABSTRACT The pressure transients in low pressure water-hydraulic pipelines are worthy of study in hydraulic systems since the frequency-dependent friction model and initial gas bubble volume have generally unknown parameters and lead to unfavorable pressure peaks. More seriously, the transmission efficiency will be significantly reduced. To predict the accurate pressure transients in the water-hydraulic pipelines, a new method is adopted to identify unknown parameters, such as the weighting function coefficients of friction model and the initial gas bubble volume by using the genetic algorithms (GAs). Based on the errors performance between the experimental data and the simulation results, these global optimal parameters are obtained during the water-hydraulic pipeline pressure transients. In the experiments, the pressure pulsations, cavitation and gas bubbles growth, and collapse in the low pressure water-hydraulic pipeline are recorded by two pressure transducers and a high-speed video camera, respectively. Furthermore, the simulation results with respect to the model parameters optimized by the genetic algorithms are consistent with the corresponding experimental data.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Pressure transients in low pressure water-hydraulic pipelines are common phenomenon in hydraulic systems, which exist in hydraulic suction pipelines and return pipelines with sudden valve closure. Since the pressure transients are accompanied with cavitation and gas bubbles growth and collapse, it leads to an excessive noise, vibration and erosion [1] , [2] . Furthermore, the pressure pulsations with uncertain initial gas bubble volume will degrade the transmission efficiency and control performance of electrohydraulic systems [3] - [9] . Due to the pipeline friction and initial gas bubble volume are usually unknown and difficult to be precisely measured in experiment, the pressure transient prediction in low pressure water-hydraulic pipelines is a challenge problem [2] . Although the model construction of the frequency-dependent friction in pipelines has been studied by many authors previously, the parameter identification accuracy and the algorithm robust [10] , [11] still need to be further improved to guarantee the model wide adaptability of pressure transients in waterhydraulic pipelines. Hirose [12] developed a relationship for the turbulent flow with frequency-dependent friction. Suzuki et al. [13] adopted weighting function to improve the simulation efficiency of the frequency-dependent friction in a transient laminar flow. Schohl [14] presented a nonlinear least squares approach to approximate the five-terms of the weighting function and improved the transient result performance. Vardy and Brown [15] developed a weighting function model for turbulent flows in a smooth pipeline with moderate Reynolds number. Then Johnston [16] presented the novel friction item that should be concentrated and calculated on the top end of each pipeline to improve the calculation efficiency. Bergant et al. [17] , [18] investigated parameters that may significantly affect pressure pulsations shape and timing, including unsteady friction, cavitation model and initial void fraction. Ferrari [19] discussed the influence of frequencydependent friction and the void fraction on the simulation of the pressure wave dynamics. Urbanowicz and Zarzycki [20] and Urbanowicz [21] analyzed expressions for effective weighting functions of unsteady friction during simulation of water hammer. Chaudhry [2] investigated the effects of initial void fraction on density of fluid, acoustic velocity and pressure transients. He also studied the friction model in pipelines. Szymkiewicz and Mitosek [22] presented alternative form of convolution approach to unsteady friction. Jiang et al. [23] , [24] have already investigated pressure pulsations with cavitation in oil-hydraulic pipelines. Subsequently, Martins et al. [25] , [26] used a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model and one-dimensional model together with different unsteady friction formulations (IAB and CB models) to study the low Reynolds number turbulent flows. However, the unknown initial gas bubble volume and the uncertain frequency-dependent friction coefficients will degrade the model identification.
Thanks to the research development of the aforementioned pipeline pressure pulsations, this study is supplied valuable intention. The main contribution of this study is given by (i) A new parametric identification is presented for the frequency-dependent friction model and initial gas bubble volume by using genetic algorithms to improve the transient pressure performance. The fitness function of the proposed genetic algorithms is described as the total errors of pressure pulsations between the simulation and the corresponding experimental results;
(ii) Meanwhile, to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, a pressure transient simulation with cavitation and gas bubbles is analyzed. Then the comparative results with Kagama model [27] in water-hydraulic pipelines also verify the consistent performance by both the parametric identification simulation and the corresponding experimental results of transient pressure pulsations.
II. EXPERIMENTAL BENCH DESCRIPTION
By referring to the idea of hammer from Kojima and Shinada [28] , the pressure transients are triggered by a steel ball, which is released from an upstream reservoir and hits a valve seat to shut off water flow in a pipeline. Hence, the experimental schematics is shown in Fig. 1 , which includes a tested pipeline, a rapid shut-off valve, a reservoir and a centrifugal pump. The rapid shut-off valve consists of coils, a valve seat and the steel ball. The valve seat is wrapped by electrified coils to create magnetic force that prevents the steel ball from rebounding. Due to one-way pump, a centrifugal pump cannot change the flow direction in the test pipeline to make the steel ball travel from the valve seat back to the upstream reservoir for next experimental usage. Here the four ball valves (#1-#4) are used to change the flow direction in the test pipeline. In this experiment, the test pipeline is the suction line of water-hydraulic pump, which is horizontally placed and rigidly installed. This test pipeline is comprised by the copper pipeline and the transparent tube. The corresponding pipeline parameters are listed in Table 1 .
The experimental bench of pressure transients is shown in Fig. 2 . The upstream reservoir is exposed to local atmosphere and its pressure head is 0.25 m. The centrifugal pump is used to supply constant water flow no more than 5m 3 /h. The flow rate in the experimental pipeline can be regulated by a variable speed electric motor. And a float flowmeter (uncertainty: ±4%) is used to measure the initial velocity v 0 in the fluid. The pressure pulsations in the test pipeline are measured by two piezoelectric pressure sensors. Two pressure sensors (pressure range: 0-17 bar, frequency response: >400 kHz, sensitivity: 5 mV/0.017 bar, and uncertainty: ± 0.1%) are installed along the experimental pipeline. One is located near the valve(sensor #1) and the other is in the middle section of the pipeline(sensor #2) as shown in Fig. 1 . The measured data is recorded by DAQ board (Advantech PCI-1710HGU) with 20 kHz sample rate. By using a high speed video camera (Lightning RDT TM /16, record rate: up to 5000 frames per second), the growth and collapse of both cavitation and gas bubbles in the transparent tube are obtained during the sudden closure of valve. The transparent viewing tube is glued to the test pipeline, as shown in Fig. 2 . The pressure pulsations as well as the visualized cavities, together with gas bubbles growth and collapse are recorded under two different experimental conditions.
III. MATHEMATICAL MODEL CONSTRUCTION A. BASIC EQUATIONS
As the sudden valve is shut off in the pipeline, the corresponding continuity and motion equations can be described based on mass and momentum conservation laws [ 
The above mean density ρ m is given by
where the void fraction α is the volume ratio of gas bubbles per unit fluid volume, which yields
Theoretically, the acoustic velocity c 0 is given by [29] , [30] 
where c p and c t are the acoustic velocity in the copper pipe and in the transparent tube respectively, which can be calculated by
where K eff is the effective bulk modulus of fluid. It can be calculated by [23] as follow
where K g and K l are the bulk modulus of gas and liquid respectively. Furthermore, K g is proportional to the pressure in the pipeline p as follow [1] K g = 1.4p.
On the other hand, K l is set to be 2.1 ×10 9 Pa for water. 
B. FRICTION MODEL
In the case of turbulent flow, the fluid friction includes the steady friction and the frequency-dependent friction mentioned by Zielke et al. [31] . In the momentum equation (2), the friction items which can be approximated as
where F 0 is the steady friction item for turbulent flow
and k is the number of weighting terms. Actually, the second sum item of (10) is called frequencydependent unsteady friction and each y i can be computed by
where i = 1, . . . k, n i and m i are coefficients of weighting function. Trikha [32] proposed three exponential weighting items (k=3) to approximate the frequency-dependent friction. Taylor et al. [33] optimized the coefficients of Trikha model and proposed a model with four exponential weighting items (k=4). Then Kagama et al. [27] modified the error of Trikha model and used an approximate model with ten weighting terms (k=10), which are listed in Table 2 .
C. CAVITATION MODEL
Two basic cavitation models include discrete vapor cavity model (DVCM) and discrete gas cavity model (DGCM) [18] , [34] . Because the DGCM can only be successfully used with lower initial void fraction(α i 10 −7 ), the dynamics of the cavitation volume V cav is given by DVCM [2] :
where q 1 and q 2 are outflow rate and inflow rate at each node, respectively.
IV. SIMULATION METHOD
Based on the mathematical model of transient pressure pulsations as shown in (1∼2), the corresponding simulation is carried out by using method of characteristics(MOC). The continuity equation (1) should be solved together with the momentum equation (2) since they are partial differential forms about the two unknown parameters p and q. Hence, these two partial differential equations can be transformed into the ordinary differential forms along the characteristic lines C + and C − as shown in Fig. 3 . The flow rate and pressure are divided into N elements along the pipeline respectively. According to boundary condition, the flow rate in the element around valve is set to be zero and the pressure in the element around the upstream reservoir is constant. Based on the flow rate and pressure at points A and B, the values at point P can be obtained. Subscripts A, B, E, F, G, P indicate different nodes as shown in Fig. 3 . See more details about MOC in [1] , [2] .
From the reference [35] and by using MOC, the number of weighting terms k in (10) can be determined as follow
where
For cavitation model, the cavitation volume at point P in (13) is expressed as:
Two subscripts 1 and 2 are used for left and right limits at each node, respectively.
V. PARAMETRIC IDENTIFICATION
In order to accurately predict the friction item and initial gas bubble volume on pressure transients inside pipelines, genetic algorithms (GAs) for parametric identification are described in this study. There are two sets of pressure data under the same experimental condition obtained by the two pressure sensors. One is used for the model parameter identification by GAs. The other is used to validate the accuracy of model with optimized parameters. The GAs are used to perform a global optimization [36] and obtain the optimal parameters for the frequency-dependent friction model and initial gas bubble volume. For convenience, the fitness function of the proposed GAs is the sum of the errors between the experimental and simulation results. The coefficients of the weighting terms in (12) are related to the geometric series [16] , which can be written as
where k 1 and k 2 are unknown coefficients.
Here the four approximate parameters of the frequencydependent friction items are identified, i.e., k 1 , k 2 , m 1 , and n 1 . To be noted, the initial gas bubble volume is repeatedly identified in different experimental cases. Hence, there are actually five unknown parameters need to be identified. In the GAs optimization, each parameter is binary encoded, and the selection method of the best fitness function is based on roulette, which is minimized by the total errors between the experimental data and predicted pressure pulsations. According to the pressure peaks and its time duration, the fitness function is constructed by evaluating the predicted pressure peaks errors and the predicted peak duration, which can be described as where f f is the fitness function, p Lth is the predicted pressure results, p Lexp is the experimental pressure data, p Lss is the steady-state pressure, and T j is the time duration during the experimental pressure peaks. In the GAs of this study, the number of generations is 1000 and the population size of each generation is 100. Meanwhile, the crossover probability is 0.4 and the mutation probability is 0.005.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
The pressure transients with cavitation and gas bubbles are verified under two experimental conditions. The related initial volumes of free gas bubbles in the low pressure waterhydraulic suction pipeline are different in the experimental bench as shown in Fig. 2 .
A. CASE 1: A SMALL AMOUNT OF INITIAL GAS BUBBLES EXISTED
A hydraulic filter, that looks like net, is installed at the outlet of the hydraulic return line to reduce initial volume of gas bubbles in water flow. The initial gas bubbles come from the working fluid (water). Deionized water is used as the working fluid. The initial water flow velocity v 0 = 0.7 m/s in the experimental pipeline. Fig. 4 shows the comparative results of the pressure pulsations measured by two pressure sensors. When the valve is suddenly shut off at t =0, the first pressure jumps to its maximum pressure value. Then it drops to the vapor pressure and holds this transient value until approximately t = 0.05 s. From 0 to 0.2s, there are six pressure peaks. After t = 0.2 s, the pressure pulsations becomes an attenuated sinusoidal wave.
The comparative results with Kagama simulation model are shown in Figs. 5-6. There exist obvious differences between the predicted transients with Kagama model and the experimental results, especially in terms of the pressure peak magnitudes and intervals. Therefore, coefficients of the frequency-dependent friction items need to be identified to improve accuracy and adaptability of pressure transient model. Using the pressure data from pressure sensor #1, the proposed GAs have the advantage to search the global optimal parameters of the friction model and initial void fraction (ration of initial gas bubble volume to fluid volume), which are given in Table 3 . As both the first four pressure peaks and the time durations between the predicted and experimental results are more concerned, the fitness function covers the only selected periods of the transients(in (19) j is equal to be 4). The model identification results are compared with the corresponding experimental results as shown in Fig. 7 . The other pressure data from sensor #2 are used to validate the identified parameters as shown in Fig. 8 . It indicates that the proposed parametric identification by GAs has satisfactory consistent performance, especially the first four peaks with high coincident effects of two curves. Fig. 9 illustrates the growth and collapse sequence of cavitation and bubbles in the tube, which are recorded by the high speed video camera. These images are collected as a movie [37] . In one pressure transient duration, the cavitation and bubbles volume change quickly. The pressure transient video is shown in Video 1 from the supplementary multimedia. The video snapshots of the pressure transients are shown in Figs. 9A-9H . Once the steel ball hits the seat (B), a pressure pulse is created and propagates from the valve to the reservoir. Subsequently, when the pressure drops down to the vapor pressure, it emerges small expanded bubbles and vaporous cavities (C and D). The vaporous cavities are observed to be dispersed on the entire section of the visible tube. Next, as the pressure pulse travels back towards the valve seat, the pressure jumps again and the cavities and gas bubbles collapse (E). Then the pressure drops down again, which leads to cavitation and bubbles again (F). At this moment, the cavities volume was smaller than the former cavities shown in photograph (D). When the third cycle of pressure pulsations finishes, the cavities and bubbles are observed again (G and H). 
B. CASE 2: MANY INITIAL GAS BUBBLES EXISTED
To further verify the parametric identification model, the second experimental condition with many initial gas bubbles is set up. If the filter is removed from the reservoir, some tiny gas bubbles emerge in the test pipeline. These tiny gas bubbles are mixed evenly with water flow. The experimental pressure transients in case 2 are shown in Fig. 10 . The magnitude of the first pressure peak in case 2 is less than that in case 1. Meanwhile, in the duration from 0 to 0.2s, there exist only five pressure peaks in case 2 because the acoustic velocity is decreased with many initial gas bubbles. To be noted that when the initial gas bubbles emerge in water, the magnitudes and numbers of pressure peaks are reduced during the pressure transients.
Similarly, the simulation results with Kagama model and the experimental results of case 2 are shown in Figs. 11-12 . Because of coefficients in frequent-dependent friction with Kagama model, unfavorable predicted pressure peaks exist. The predicted pressure pulsations decay slowly and the intervals are larger than the experimental results. In order to improve the predicted transient pressure performance, the uncertain parameters in the model are identified. For case 2, the initial gas bubble volume is also unknown parameter. However, the weighting function coefficients in frequent-dependent friction model are the same to case 1. Therefore, only the initial gas bubble volume needs to be identified again for case 2. The pressure data from sensor #1 are used for model parameter identification by GAs and other data from sensor #2 for validation. This updated identification of the initial void fraction is 4.088 × 10 −5 , which is about twice than that of case 1.
To verify the effectiveness of the parametric identification model, the computed pressure pulsations at the position of pressure sensors #1 and #2 are shown in Figs. 13-14 , respectively. Compared with the experimental results of the first four pressure peaks, the values of T j in (19) are very different for case 1 and case 2. The simulation with parametric identification model has better performance than that with Kagama model, i.e., the magnitudes of the pressure peaks and the intervals have favorable consistency.
Of course, although the general trend of the simulation results are consistent with the experimental pressure pulsations, there still exists certain error after the 4th wave cycle in case 1 and after the 3rd wave cycle in case 2. In the numerical simulation results, at the end of each pressure transients, high frequency oscillations occur compared with experimental results. These are non-cavitation condition. The experimental results show a characteristic appearance of a lower frequency pressure pulsation after the non-cavitation condition compared with the simulation results. It may be attributed to gas releasing and resolving effects on the acoustic velocity.
The visual results with the cavitation and gas bubbles in case 2 are shown in Fig. 15 and Video 2. The gas bubbles and cavitation near the valve have larger volume than those far from valve (D). However, these cavities are dispersed with smaller volume throughout the water along pipeline in Fig. 15 (D) than that of case 1 shown in Fig. 9 (D) . Hence, the gas bubbles in water have a similar effect like springs to absorb the pressure pulsations in case 2.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
A new parametric identification is presented to address unknown frequent-dependent friction model and initial gas bubble volume of pressure transients in water-hydraulic pipelines. The performance index of genetic algorithms is designed as the sum of errors between the simulation and the corresponding experimental results. The comparative results with Kagama model both in simulation and experiment indicate the proposed parametric identification method is feasible to effectively predict the frequent-dependent friction model in water-hydraulic pipeline transients. Future research directions include evaluating the capability of the proposed methodology for coefficients of frequent-dependent friction model and initial gas bubble volume under a large number of different conditions.
Moreover, the effects of gas releasing and resolving are not considered in this paper, that causes the differences between the experimental and simulation results after several wave cycles. In future research, gas releasing and resolving effects can be considered to improve accuracy and robust of pressure transient model. 
